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About This Game

Grab some friends or play alone and prepare to defend yourself from the Gooobers in "Attack Of The Goobers!" Choose
between multiple classes with unique abilities to survive the attack. Customize your characters stats and appearance to play how

you like. Purchase weapons to defend yourself from the Gooobers. Get money from killing the Gooobers and Killing the
Bosses. Gather rare tokens to get super weapons to survive the endless onslaught. Try your hand at Attack Of The Gooobers.

Good luck survivors.
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Yomawari: Midnight Shadows is an overall improvement to the series, surpassing the original while keeping all of the details
fans will enjoy. It seems to run on the same engine, with minimal graphical improvements, but makes better use of its artstyle by
challenging the setting with a greater amount of environments to explore.

Midnight Shadows is split between two playable characters, who take turns under your control while facing different trials for
each chapter. Like the first game, you have extended periods of exploring the town, but the core "levels" of the game occur
inside structures such as a library, haunted mansion, and sewer system. The puzzles have a similar complexity to the first game,
but add in more details thanks to variety of areas you explore. In addition, each chapter of the game has its own boss encounter,
which some may find appealing. Personally, I thought they were difficult but unrewarding experiences due to the gameplay
being unsuited to faster-paced enemy encounters--especially considering the "angular" camera which can make it difficult to
perform precise movements. In particular, I hated a boss which scrolls the screen automatically, but who is too slow to keep up
with you. This meant that your character could outrun the screen, and would glitch up against it, and the pace of the battle was
controlled by the boss and not by the player. Lots of these boss encounters suffer from similar issues.

One of the better additions is that the new town is somewhat bigger, and the game feels a little longer. You can also go back and
explore a slimmed-down version of the town from the first game. Many of the exploration-based collectibles in the post game
experience are also less reliant on luck, though they can still be devilishly hard to find. To improve this portion of the game, you
can also return to any of the indoor levels you completed before, and there are a variety of upgrades you earn through the story
experience. I found the post-game to be the best part of Midnight Shadows, while I barely touched it in "A Night Alone."

The music remains about on-level with the original, containing a good credit song, but mainly being devoid of memorable
tracks. Much can be said the same of the story, though it is clearly more complex due to a higher amount of characters, it's
nothing astounding. It has some great "meta" sequences and will keep your interest, however.

If you enjoyed the first game, Midnight Shadows is a great investment; otherwise, if you have an interest in Japanese mythology,
horror, or anime-styled games, it's a comfy and creative game to get lost in.

. Good Game <3. at 14km/h u just turn around and around wtf gravel this is **** death game with 0 players. 3000 yellow
Thumbs Up out of 4000 Yellow Thumps Up.

It's a nice weird satire game similar to Stanley Parrable but unlike Stanley actually has some gameplay in it. It's really hard to
exactly explain what this game is about (yes one of those games) but I can confidently say it's good.

Only problem is that sometimes you go: is this visual glitch supposed to be there or is it an actual bug?. Barely playable, runs
around 20fps. And my pc is WAY above the system requirements. But it might be a bug since it's early access. Just wait for the
final version or some alpha releases. I fell out of the world the first time I played.
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good novice friendly shump that runs on about any spec PC. This is a sweet and gorgeously styled little game that should take
about 2 hours to play through. There is also New Story+ that allows you to replay the game at a harder difficulty and includes an
additional scene. My biggest concern was that the controls were a little confusing at first, especially if you're used to using the
"w,a,s,d" keys for walking in other games and have to continuously remember to switch to the directional keys on your
keyboard.
What I really liked about the game was that the cast of characters, while small, included really unique and wonderful
personalities. It's worth the second playthrough to get to spend more time with those characters as you are only given a week
with them.. Can you beat 300?. Great game shame about some of the bugs....but that is just Lego games for you and T2 just
don't give a♥♥♥♥♥♥
Or is that T.i.t 2 or 2 T.i.t............ The original Beat Hazard is an absolute classic. I bought this immediately and am pleased with
the update. Finally, it can detect and use music from my Apple Music collection! I'm still checking out all the new features, but
I'm quite l iking the upgrade to the classic Beat Hazard gameplay!. Alright, Im gonna post this with the admittance I'm not really
a *fan* of visual novels (though I do play them time to time just to kill a few hours if I dont want to focus on an action
game/MMO) and I've so far only been through Kira's route

I picked this up because steam suggested it and it was cheap. At first I found it incredibly forced and cringey. You're a college
aged naive and purehearted woman who's been sent to live in your wealthy relative's mansion and be waited on by a bunch of
hot young guys. Because this is Japan and of course you do. I found the premise of it, as well as how sudden and over the top the
flirting and touching was, pretty over the top, but as I continued to play, things started to tone down a bit and by the end of it, I
found it pretty sweet. The art is fantastic, and while I didn't like Kira so much at first (I cant comment on the other guys yet), I
was pretty fond of him by the end of his path.

Things I was less fond of- the music is incredibly repeatitive, and loops at a rather jarring spot. The character you play as is just
a little *too* 'cute' and 'purehearted'. But this is Japan where Im living with an actor, a model, and an idol waiting on me, so
what do I know. There's several grammar mistakes, making some lines really hard to understand.

For the price though, it was fun and I'll have to get to the other paths soon. The cringeyness of the beginning may just have been
specific to Kira.. 'I fell over and my heart stopped for several seconds, but I'm better, don't send help' - Random Pager line

10\/10 GOTY. In march of 2018 I made a review saying how broken this game was, after  nine months the game has finally
been fixed. Nine. Months. While this is a  decent game for the its price, I wouldn't recommend; the developer\/s don't
answer questions asked, don't respond to meesages and overall the game is very, very confusing. It has no story, and teaches
you very little about how to play and to top that off the movement feels very broken, pressing shift sends you flying acroos
the levels and walking makes you acclerate over jumps making the game very hard to play.

 Overall don't get this game, save your money for a CS:GO skin or a better game. . Princess Evangile is really a masterpiece.
The plot is fantastic, and engaging as well as being really enjoyable to read. Combined with the artwork and the characters,
it really accentuates how well made this "game" is. I have thoroughly enjoyed reading this, as it can really bring out your
emotions.
Absolutely fantastic, and would recommend it to people into anime, love, strong plot, and visual novels!
. sadly this game sucked.... we need a GOOD dnd game
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